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nast, and. our students have always enjoyed it in the -past. You will find most of our

students, the way we've taught Hebrew, have really like it. But you'll like it far more

when you get the letters first. And in the course of that six weeks we'll sun in a

little nrincile and a little DrincDle there and you realize you're learning

that. By the time you have your letters well, you'll be urnrised at what you'll

know about the language too. And I believe that in twelve hours a week , we will

accomplish as much this year as last year we accomplished in 20 hours. I believe that

you will be able to get Hebrew just as well as before. And at the same time to have

more time to get your other things well. And this connects right un with a very

vital rinciple and that is this - I think we all know it but it's easy to forget.

Education like scholarship is not something that can be poured into you - it's some

thing you do. You need direction, you need advice but you do it. YOU can't sit in

classes for years and years and become a scholar by it. You have to learn the mater

ial. You have to do the tests. You have to acquire the skill and we show you how to

do it. And so we're going to nut great stress or. the nractical acquisition of these

things. I feel that in every course there's a certain amount U that is necessary

foundation material. Now I've been amazed from time to time in

the rast to have a student come up in the final exam , and. of the absolutely neces

sary foundational material in a course, he'll understand about 60% well. And then

of the advanced stuff I've given and discussed in class he may have a 70% or 80

understanding of that. And after all that is material which is vital to understand.

It's good training for you in understanding other similar material but I might

have selected this part or this Dart or this nart to deal with in the class while

the basic material he has only say 60%. Now we're going to try to stress of that

basic material,which is perhaps a fourth of what's given, that be gotten ioo%j
because

That is vital in (12,) But then in the rest of it, it is not a

matter of getting material but of getting skill, learning to ana'yze, learning to

get our material, learning to understand it, learning to get results, so that you

have an ability you can use to go on and to work forwardin this line. So that

your life would not be a matter of, what I learned in Faith Seminary
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